Gofer Collection
Today is the last slis contributions will he asked for the
Daily - st ttttt sore(’ "sin e the
lister" fund drise. Antither
122.72 VI ais collected ttitterilli,
making the total $209.211. Waffle Towers contributed $50.
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Condemns ROTC Studies
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Photo by Ted Benson
MASC MEMBERS picket at the Seventh Street entrance to the Education
building Thursday, March 13 in protest of the firing of two Chicano teachers at Gonzales High School. The picketing also condemned inaction on
the part of the SJS chapter of the California Teachers Corps. MASC also
traveled to Gonzales Monday, March 17 to lend support to the MexicanAmerican Youth Association at the high school.
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By JAMES DOURGARIAN
Daily Political Writer
Student. Council passed an unanimous resolution at Wednesday’s meeting condemning the ROTC program at
SJS and asking for the removal of its
credit by Academic Council.
The resolution and its explanations
now go to the Undergraduate Studies
Committee of the Academic Council
EIS part of the testimony it has been
taking on ROTC.
A subcommittee of the Undergraduate Studies Conunittee has been taking
testimony from both the Arrny and the
Air Force for the pro side of the argument and Mike Rutz, assistant director
of the Experimental College, has presented the con side.
However, there will be a long
process before anything definite will
happen in the question of credit for
ROTC, a question that has been of

By JIM BROADY
Daily Mi ilk.% Writer
Approximately 50 Chicanos from
San Jose, including 25 Mexican-American Student Confederation IMASC)
members from SJS and local high
school students, participated in Monday’s picketing of Gonzales High
School.
San Jose’s contingent was bolstering
the efforts of the Mexican-American
Youth Association (MAYA) chapter at

the high school, protesting the Gonzales Board of Trustees’ recent action
that eliminated the jobs of two Chicanos there.
Mrs. Paula Alvarez and her husband
both received severance notices from
the board on March 5. Mrs. Alvarez
was a teacher-intern under the SJS
Teachers Corps program there, while
her husband acted as a high school community liaison.
MASC and MAYA charge that the

SFS Strike Unofficially Over;
Hayakawa Statement Expected
By KENYON JORDAN
Daily Assistant Editor
San Francisco State Third World
leaders yesterday made official the termination of the student strike which
began on that campus four and a half
months ago.
Conditions of the settlement were
expected to be announced by Acting

College Union
Model Stolen
The $2,700 scale model of the new
College Union stolen from the foyer of
Morris Dailey Auditorium last Monday
night was apparently the object of desire for magicians, or maybe even
ghosts.
At least that is the reaction oy
Mary fludzikiewiez, College Union
Program director, who noticed that
the display vvas missing al about
11:15 p.m.
"There wete still people dismantling
the set of ’Big Time Buck White’ when
the model was taken," said Miss Hadzikiewicz, "Because it t the model) was
in the foyer when the show wa.s over
at about 10:30."
Campus Security and the San Jose
Police Department have the case under investigation.
The missing replica of the nearlyfinished College Union has been on
display in Morris Dailey since May of
1966, said Fton Barrett, College Union
director. "Funds for its construction
came out of the College Union De
velopment Fund four years ago," said
Barrett. "We’re at a loss to know
what anyone would want with the
=del."

Pres. S. I. Hayakawa at a 9 a.m. press
conference today.
SFS officials would not comment on
an allegation made to the Daily by a
spokesman for the school paper, the
Daily Gater, which said the settlement
will grant virtually all the 15 Third
World demands.
Foremost among the granted demands, Gater staffer Allen Cornfield
said, were the Third World College
with Ethnic and Black Studies Departments.
He said only two of the key demands
will not be fully granted
those for
amnesty and the rehiring of George
Murray. In place of amnesty, however,
strike leaders have apparently accepted
a compromise whereby no strikers will
be expelled and suspensions will only
be meted out to strikers who "committed violence on other persons."
Hayakawa’s statement this morning
wa.s to have been "based on the resolution of student problems through the
joint efforts of the presidential select
committee," according to an Associated
Press report.
The committee included administrators, faculty members, and members of
the striking Third World Liberation
Front and Black Students Union.
The announcement of the strike’s
end was made by Black Student Union
leaders Henry Stewart and Jerry Varnark, in the SFS cafeteria after a noon
rally was cancelled.
They indicated, however, that calling
off the strike. which had ebbed and
flowed with police-student violence
since it lxgan Nov. 6, did not necessarily mean a moratorium on militant
activit ies.
"The strike is over, but the struggle
is not," the Gater quoted Stewart as
saying. "We’re dealing alth a system
which has a history of violating
treaties."

Board of Trustees fired the Alvarezes
not because of inadequacy
their
jobs, but because of their efforts in
organizing MAYA.
Monday’s picketers demonstrated
outside the high school for two hours
and held a press conference with
Salinas area newspapers. They then
regrouped and marched into downtown
Gonzales, a small, predominantly Chicano tosvn 16 miles south of Salinas.
The protestors have given authorities at the high school two weeks to
act on the Alvarezes’ case. A Board of
Trustees hearing on the matter is se4
for March 24.
Picketing took place outside the SJS
Education building last week in protest of the lack of support given the
Alvarezes by the Teachers Corps,
which has an office in that building.
But Dr. Frank Peluso, Teachers
Corps associate director at SJS, said
the Corps’ hands are tied in this case,
because "Our contract with high
schools does not stipulate that we can
intervene in any way in the hiring or
firing of our interns."

great controversy t h roughout the
nation.
Before Academic Council can make
its recommendations on ROTC to
Pres. Robert D. Clark, the subcommittee must make its recommendations to
the Undergraduate Studies Committee,
which in turn makes recommendations
to Academic Council.
Student Council’s arguments against
ROTC included 1) the objectives of
ROTC contradict the objectives of
SJS, 2) cooperation with the military
for the training of officers is not a
proper role of higher education, 3)
ROTC does not meet normal standards
for academic accreditation, 4) ROTC’s
teaching staff Is not usually properly
credentialed, nor subject to college
control, and 5) SJS ha.s no significant
control over RCY1V curriculum or subject matter.
ASB President Dick Miner said, "I
think the resolution is a very sound
one. It will, of course, come under fire
from the right artd others. RCYPC has
become a recruiter whereby the Army
has been given special recruiting services, which is also a contradiction of
an educational institution."
Miner said the resolution would have
come up now, with or without the
Vietnam war. because students are

Gym Burglarized,
Equipment Taken
The Women’s Physical Education
Building was burglarized by vandals
who entered the building during an
athletic event Sunday night and stole
a master key from the equipment
office.
Stolen were $5, two sets of golf clubs
and bags, and six stop watches, according to city police.
Investigating Officer Paul Schmidt
said that the vandals broke into a
desk in WG104 and took a master key
to the building.
The vandals used the key to enter
the pool area, the dresser and locker
room, and the storage room. Schmidt
said they submerged two boats in the
pool, threw towels and other articles
around the area, and forced open a
trophy case and removed a large snake
from inside.

Leta Mbulu To Sing
Capitol recording artist Leta Mbulu, Afro fashion show "Vibrations from
Atlantis," and "Voices of Victory" Gospel Choir will be featured at 7 p.m.
Sunday in Morris Dailey in the continuing "Black Arts Today" series.
African songstress Mbulu, protege of singer Hugh Masakela, conic to
America in 1965 from Johannesburg, South Africa. She has composed
many of her songs, and performs in native dialects. Her album "Leta
Mbulu Sings" includes songs "Areclze," "Pula Yetla," "Zola," "Banoyi" and
"My Son."
Afro fashions by Oakland’s New Breed, Inc. will be modeled by professional models. The innovative stylings will be displayed in the wiique New
Breed manner.
Gospel singing by the local "Voices of Victory" choir will complete the
evening’s program.
Monday, March 24, Danny Duncan’s primitive dance troupe, Ballet AfroHaiti will perform at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey. All "Black Arts Today" series
events are free.
’BLACK ARTS TODAY’ ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY
Leta
Mbulu,
singer. "Vibrations from Atlantis," Afro-American
7 p.m.
fashion show. "Voices of Victory" Gospel Choir. Morris Dailey. Free.
MONDAY
Ballet Afro-Haiti. Danny Duncan’s Dance Troupe. Morris Dailey.
8 p.m.
Free.
TUESDAY, MARCH 25
7:30 p.m. -- Symposium on Black Art. Moderated by Marie Johnson. Morris Dailey. Free. Main Gallery, A129, open by special arrangement. Reception following symposium in Gallery lobby.
THURSDAY, MARCH 27
7:30 p.m.
Seshesh Players, mixed media workshop. Smoked Jazz Quintet.
Moms Dailey. Free.
FRIDAY, MARCH 28
4 p m Professional and student art exhibits close. A129, A245.

train rather than teach us to think.
The purpose of an education is to
teach people to think and not to train
them for some industrial job or to recruit them for the Army."

starting to evaluate all curriculum "as
to its relevance to our world anci our
needs."
He said, "It is not just ROTC we
am critical of but all courses that

*

*

*

New Constitution
Upheild in Decision
By CANDY BELL
Daily Political Writer
"Innocent until pmven guilty," a tradition in American jurisprudence, was
upheld this week when Roger Olsen, ASB attorney general, and Lewis Solitske,
ASB chief justice, declared the ASB Constitution passed by students March 5
and 6 is valid until proven invalid.
The constitution was passed by a vote of 542 to 502.
The statement means that when the ASB Judiciary meets Monday to consider a disruption of classes case, it will do so within the framework prescribed
by the new constitution of Jan. 16, 1969.
The. question of the new constitution’s validity rests on whether it is indeed a
new constitution or merely an amended form of the April 27, 1960 constitution.
If it is a new constitution, the vote required for passage is a simple majority.
If it is an amended document, then a two-thirds vote is required. Hence, it is
imperative that the question of validity be settled, since the new constitution,
either new or amended, was not passed by a two-thirds vote.
Eugene Stone, senior representative to Student Council, has forced a showdovvn on the question by filing an official complaint with Olsen. In a complaint
dated March 12, Stone claims that the Jan. 16 constitution is merely an amended
form of the April 27, 1960 constitution. Therefore, it requires a two-thirds vote.
At first, Olsen and Solitske thought Stone’s complaint would be handled by
the Election Board. However, since the question is one of vote constitutionality,
and not one of voting procedures, the question must be handled originally by the
ASB Judiciary.
No date has been set for consideration of Stone’s complaint, but until that
time, the Jan. 16 constitution will be considered valid.
So, when the judiciary meets Monday to con.sider disruption of classes charges
against &IS students Lonell Terril and Mike Torrence, it will meet with the
three faculty, six student assembly pmvided for in the "new" constitution. However, only five students will be present since council has not yet selected the
sixth student member. A quorum is six members present, under the new
constitution.

Council Denies Recall
By GAYLE PARKER
Daily Political Writer
Charges that ASB Student Council
is "not representative of the students,"
"mis-allocates student funds" and "refuses to even listen to an athlete"
paved the way Wednesday to a demand
for ASB President Dick Miner to resign from office.
AI Saunders, Steve Brennan and Jeff
Mullins stressed they each spoke as
individuals, not representing any one
interest during the hour of heated exchange between them and council,
Saunders, Brennan and Mullins are
working on the "Recall Miner" campaign on campus, with Brennan and
Mullins spear-heading the drive.
Although Miner was not present at
the meeting, council members strongly
defended themselves and Miner.
Citing an apparent contradiction of
budget priorities between allocations
for speech competition and intramural
trophy monies, Saunders maintained
council was ignoring a prime moneymaking source - the football team.
Saunders, a memtvr of the football
team, maintained council "refuses to
even listen to an athlete."
"Dick Miner is the direct cause of
most of the problems on campus," asserted Theta Chi member Brennan in
pointing out 12 of the present eounril
members are "direct Miner appointees."
Council members exploded at the
hint of being rublierstanws for Miner,
sharply ieminding the audience "the
action is our thing. Student Council
allocates the money. the treasurer
signs checks only at our direction and
Miner can only recommend things,"
summed-up sophomore representalive
Trish French.
Council later showed their inde-

pendence, Miner said, in failing a proposal sponsored by an ASB executive
officer for a new public relations
rfAie:r.admitted
political enemy of
Miner, Miss E. Marles Alaimo, executive secretary. defended Miner as "a
man elected to satisfy student needs,
and he has done a lot!"
Answering Mullins’ charge of "deliberately quashing a program of educational reform," Miner explained the
pmgram faltered when Mullins resigned, and his "hand-picked successor
disappeared from campus."
’There vvas money available for the
program," Miner said Thursday, "but
no budget was ever given to me, the
treasurer or council."
"Politically speaking," Mullins told
the 10 minority students on the council. "Miner has really screwed it up
for minorities to win a place in student
government as they did this year. And
the incumbent minority students will
have trouble staying in office."
"If anything screwed up the minority chances," Miner stated, "it will be
the backlash: of White racism which is
still a problem here, despite the success of the FOP and related programs."
Mullins left council chambers Munediately after stating his accusations,
adding "I don’t. want to discuss any
of this at this. time."
"If the students are reolly dissatisfied with the programs of this administration, then I am glad to put us up
for a vote of confidence," Miner
stressed.
Although admitting his duties prevented him from strict. attention to
the recall drive, Miner indicated he is
"not afral’ to friee the voters again."
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Editorial

A bit of plagarism from Ilse or carrot
patch:
The tycoon’s toughest job, according to
S. J. Harris, is not all it may seem.

U.S. Doctrine Lost?
The NItinroe Doctrine is

a

dusty

ruled States
piece of paptr that the
government retrieves front its cubbyhole wheneser it feels the need to justify its actions in the W estern Hemisphere.
We blew away the dust to oppose
it feels the need to justify its actions
in Mexico. and
French inters vitt’
the British in
oppose
to
1895
again in
Venezula. We quoted Alouroe’s lofty
stork. protecting W ester,’ Hemisphere

our unbalanced application of such
foreign policy approaches as the Monroe Dortrine and the Bay of Pigs Doctrine Nati the flippant derision heaped
upon the tiny country’s independence
attempt by the 1. nited States press.
lite incident %%de, depicted as the
British lion subduing the mouse that
roared.

One correspondent

are coming!

fluffier described it as

the Bay of l’iglets. Most people treated
the unto.’

or controlling in any other manner

it

as an insignificant joke.

But to the inhabitants of Anguilla,
is

neither insignificant nor very

funny. Their independence is every

ednesilay. however. we remained

bit as %alit! to them as was the inde-

silent. the Doctrine tucked safely away

pendence of a small North Atnerican

for 11.1. 1111 it more expedient day.

country in I 776 to its inhabitants.

Brili-li paratroopers in red berets

The American eagle. of course, can’t

1nguilla in

be lotillitred to swoop after flies. That

the I .ariblieati. following the islanders’

is. as long as these flies are being op-

claim to independence of British rule.

pressed by good. democratic insaders

Britain once again took rontrol.

and not their Communist equitalent.

landed on the

Yet worse than the hypocracy in

a

BY RICHARD BATTIN
1.

Lamenting the pollution effect of excessive violence and sex on television and
elsewhere. Sen. John ("). Pastore made his
own

contribution toward

polluting the

tclevi-ion media in the following state011 1111‘ Today Show:
-We spend millions and niillions of dollars ill renuor pollution from our streams,
we spend millions and millions of dollars
to remosi pollution from the air. we spend
niillions of dollars to try to remove crime
from the streets ... I say let’s spend some
money to rentine pollution from the minds
of men.In the vanguard of this particular antipolluti )))) proposal is a small California
compans called Serile Brain, Inc.
IN% ENTIIII
pre-ident and founder. ()liver NI.
Scold. is the insentor of an antipollution tleii c. llt i- a strong proj
lit
of enforced law- and reqrietions to prevent the polio!’
of nten’s minds from
tA11,-.1
1’ -ex and %iolence. on television
and in ilie streets.
I
began Scold in a recent inters iew. -that the dirt belongs on the ground.
not on our telt%is’
screens.
aliont
time
4toil cleaned tip that filth.Exactiv how does sour antiI poi lotion des iee work, %Ir. Scold?...
PLAS1’IC RING
"The device. if vine!! pardon the espression. is a plastic ring %MI %%ear on
your head. A1001 1110 ring. suspended on
two rods. is an electronic eye sensitise to
excessive crime. se\ and siolence. Extending out from Ihe ring. oser the forehead.
are tvili more rods that hold a little piece
of plastic. like a door. positioned in a set
of runner. that extend down on both .itles
of the person’s eyes. When the electronie
eye senses an excessive amount of pollution, sexual or otherwise. it trigv.ers the
little piece of plastic which iiiiinediatclv
drops down covering the person’s eyes,
preventing him from sievving the scene.
"I)ori.i you think a desire of that sort
v.o,t1(1 be a bit bothersome?"
no.
not in the least. l’he people
will get used to them. As you cau see by

"That’s why good executives and subordinates are so hard to find. Most of them
they know
are excellent technicians
emotheir fields inside out hut their
tional growth is about one-tenth of their
intellectual growth."

shouted:

"The British are coming! The British

nations agaittst European intervention
"for the purpose of oppressing them.
their destiny.-

Case in point: He Mies the following
true tale which begun when one of these
business barons showed up late for a dinner party. Asked why, he said the trouble
is simply ptople.
"Of course, they’re good people. They’re
gootl in their jobs. But the problems don’t
relate
relate to the jobs as such they
to the onto’ al life of the people, to
their fears and their angers, their stub.
hornless and their childishness.

these demonstration models, we’re making
them in a bright variety of colors so they
won’t be boring."
"You think they will sell?"
"Nes, I do. People will jump at the
chance to have s
way they can protect
themselves and their children safe from
this sort of vulgar pollution."
"So you plan to keep this as a sort of
private enterprise?"
LOBBYING
"Well., not exactly. I’m currently lobby.
ing in the state capital and in Washington,
D.C., to make my anti -mind pollution hats
standards equipment on all citizens."
"You mean it would be against the law
not to wear them?"
"Yes, Ilities right. VI 1. could start a massive program to equip new babies in hospitals with them as s )))) as they are horn.
It would be against the law to take a baby
I
without
."
rest of the population would base
to get
of the desires on their own
from their I:
iloctor:’
-Noll don’t foresee any problems?"

Th.

PROBLEMS
"Well. now. anything as revolutionary
as this is going to have t101110 problems.
Vi.ere going to rim into people. for instanci trv ing to disconnect tlieir devices.
eliminate this we could set up check
stops on street corners."
"How would you check the device?"
"A very simple process. really. You just
flash a picture of s
thing excessively
sexual or criminal in front of the pirson
and if he doesn’t drop his door then he
has disconnected the device."
"Very ingenious. Do you foresee any
other problems?"
"Well. our desires cannot be made to
opirate effectively on some of the older
citizens.
electronic eye just doesn’t
seem to work. We tried mu device on
elderlv people who had some very., %Tr,’
excessive mind pollution, but die electronic
11.1. 014 W011.1 trigger the door."
Do sou have arts W.:a of what would
cause that. Mr. Seold."
ihiok irs
-Ye-.
of mind roer
matter. But we’re working on it."

Th..

Thrust and Parry

Recall; Union; Myth; Gater
Poll Shows Ignorance
Editor:
The new College Union grows daily and the
majority of the students hete haven’t the
vaguest idea what will be included in it. This
ignorance was discovered during the recent
poll and interview’s that took place here last
week regarding the inclusion of a bowling
alley in the union.
Many interviewed students who said they
didn’t want a bowling alley were asked what
they preferred instead. Most of the time they
wanted the space to be used for something
that was already being included in the union.
Many students said they wanted an informal
snack area in the space. There is a snack
area already being planned. Some said they
preferred an art gallery when an art gallery
is already included. The list goes on.
Who is responsible for keeping the students
uninformed? We have a student center being
built here that is costing over $9,000,000, yet
nobody seems to know what it’s all about.
Perhaps the bowling alley issue would never
have come out if the students had been better
informed. It is time our student goveinment
told us what we are spending all our money
on.
Ronald RiVPS
A91135

Who’s Publisher?
Editor:
In commenting on the suspension of the
Daily Cater, one of my journalism profs asked
a very important question. Perhaps you can
answer it. It is, "Who is the publisher of the
Gater?"
If the publisher is San Francisco State
College, then Hayakawa, as the top dog at
the college, ha.s the right not to publish, regardless of his rea.sons.
If the students of S F. State, through their
ASB, are the publishers, then the situation
gets sticky. First, legally, what is the ASB at
S.F. State, a corporation, a union, or what?
From that starting point, the ramifications
of the situation at S.F. State become quite
murky.
Just watching the situation. it appears to
me that S.F. State’s ASB, which is similar to
other state college governments, has as many
legal rights as a rock.
When was the court order issued to the
state attorney general to seize S.F. State’s
ASB books and freeze the assets?
How much did, "One hundmd thirty-six
dollars and fifty-three cents," help the Gater?
Tom McGuire

Myth Contribution
Editor:
Nick Kopke’s article was a contribution to
a myth which is widely held and quite unfounded, namely that institutions of higher
learning are all "racist." Whatever may be
said of institutions, one can hardly attribute
feelings to them.
Of course, statistics show that the pereentage Of Chicanos and Blacks in higher education is only a fraction of their presence in
the population. But this is so, primarily because it is infinitely harder for the poor
who are culturally deprived to make it in
an environment which rejects their very language as an unacceptable rnode of expression.
Kopke described only the visible aspects of a
social problem affecting is a. whites to the
same extent. In France, for example, less
than 6 per rent of the university students
come from the working classes.
Poor whites in the U.S. are, perhaps justly,
beginning to accuse the -"Establishment" of
according "favorable treatmrnt" to the minorities. We respond by dismissing them as
"white trash
Our desire to "(Mange the
1.. the colAscial
leges merely underlines our inability or ett-

willingness to come to grips with the real
causes of the imbalance. The western world
is capitalistic, and chances are that most of
its powerful men will remain white (unless
Kopke becomes one and changes this state of
affairsl. Protests do not make philanthropists
spite of
of misanthropes; and the rich in
titx-deductible contributions to welfare am
rarely lovers of mankind.
Education should, of course, be made available to all social classes. The citizen of a
democracy has a right to knowledge. Hence,
it cannot be a privilege. However, RS long as
our means of human evaluation are based on
the cultural criteria of those who "have arrived," the advanced levels will, quite naturally, be reached, above all, by THEIR sons and
daughters. But who is to define what education is? We know who does that now: the
famous People who votecl for an anti-intellectual government.
conrad Borovski
Department of Foreign Languages

Recall Consequences
Editor:
It is not far from possible that your Recall
Miner movement will succeed. If this occurs,
as it may well do, it behooves the student to
consider the possible consequences. First, it
would effectively abolish the first truly effective student government the college has ever
had, both in terms of proven accomplishment
and in terms of potential future development.
Dick Miner and Barry Boniface of the College
Union Program Board have put on the most
impressive lectuie and concert series on the
west coast, ranging from Alan Watts to Judy
Collins. The new ASB Constitution, recently
passed by the student body, has been described
by a Constitutional Law student as "the most
flexible and ixgentially most effective student
constitution in the United States." In these
troubled times, Miner has not been afraid to
remind the SJS Administration that 1950 was
20 years ago.
Secondly, to meal! Miner would be to open
the door for the Reagan-Reactional -Railroad
Student Government which characterized SJS
five yeats ago. It is interesting to note that
after Miner became president, SJS no longer
ranked high on Playboy party polls, but instead boasted such more cerebal institutions
as the Experimental College, Tutorials, and
the New College. If Miner is to be faulted,
perhaps because, in spite of Governor Reagan,
he has not been able to muster funds and
support for the real problems facing SJS:
i.e., overcmwding and minority admissions.
These are not mentioned in recall. What is
your solution?
In short, Mr. Mullins, I view your Recall
Miner Movement simply for what it is; a reactionary, shortsighted and personally vindictive campaign which has neither goals nor
leader, serves no positive purpose, proposes
no positive goals, and poses a pleasantly pertinent problem:
When the grapes grt sour
Who gets stuck with the tlregs?
W. ti. stehwent
A10731

Poetry
13v RON LENT
His perception is great
His rationale first rate
Ile is happy I guess
With thoughts he may possess
But lie is not at ease
With tht people he sees.
They’re neurotic from duress
And tired they confess
of those who plead wise
but Et fouls in disguise.

Why should this be so?
"In my oi ) i )) ion because it takes a certain kind of neurosis to succeed in most
fields, and business is no exception. The
well-balanced man tends to stay where he
the driven
is, content with his lot while
man climbs up the ladder, and he imagines
he’s part of the solution when he’s really
just as much a part of the problem.
"My toughest job has little to do with
our products or our sales. It has to do with
a dozen or so men who often behave like
envious of one
thildren in a sandpile
another, grasping their pails to their
chests, reaching for someone tIse’s toy,
and thad set itt their own ways. And some
are frightfully self-destructive.
"Many of them are fearful and insecure,
no matter how notch success they’ve already had. You have to keep letting them
know you love theni and admire them and
respect them.
"Their status is terribly important, all
the symbols of corporate eminence are
invested with an alntost religious meaning
to them. and so are the rituals of the
once they’ve done something
business
right, they want to keep repeating the
sante !process, whether or not it’s relevant
to what’s happening now.
"That’s why I’m late for dinner. Not
but
because l’m a big business tycoon
because Ent a cross between a Nanny and
a Viennese psychiatrist, with a little bit
of top -sergeant thrown in!"
*
*
*
I suppose the same might he said by a
student body president.
Jim Brewer
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Vietnamese Group
To Begin Studies
By FERDINAND 1,10Foiti
Dotty staff Writer
A group of 14 Vietnamese students - five girls and nine boys
in their teens, arrived here
Wednesday to study chemical
engineering at SJS.
Flying from Pomona, where
they’ve been lot one week, the
students arrived at the San Jose
Airport.
The girls, dressed in their national regalia, and the boys in
western clothes, they were met
at the airport by fellow Vietnamese students already at SJS
and Dr. Philip Persky, foreign
students adviser.
Before coming to the U.S., the
students took classes in mathematics, physics and American
literature for six months at Saigon University.
Beaming smiles and looking all

around him in appreciation, 19year-old Huynh Van Hoang said,
"It is so nice over here."
Asked if students’ feelings in
his country are for or against
the war, he declined to answer
but said, "I am sorry, I am very
tiled to say anything."
But coed Trung-Thu Thi Tian
interrupted, "We are all here to
study and go back home to serve
and help our country become
better."
Fifty-five students chosen from
various cities and villages in
South Vietnam have come. to
California to study.
In addition to SJS, other colleges involved in the program are
Sacramento, Fullerton and San
Diego State Colleges.
The students will be given extensive orientation in English
through the remaining part of
the semester and all through
summer. The orientation program
will include special reading
classes, a speech course and
laboratory. as well as daily compositions to familiarize them with
the English language.
It is expected that they will
know enough English to begin
regular classes by the beginning
of the fall 1969 semester.
Once enrolled in the regular
academic curriculum, the students, whose majors include engineering and chemistry, will remain in the country until they
have completed their studies.

Lyrics Class
Will Explore
’Rock’ Artists
Feeling blue and confu.sed,
bunkie, about the folk-rock bag?
get up
Forget those troubles
your salvation is near. The
long-overdue workshop on folkrock lyrics will be offered to
teachers during the summer session at SJS. It will run from
June 16-20.
Dr. Albert Rosenberg, professor of English at SJS, will direct the workshop, which will incorporate the best works of such
composers as Bobby Dylan,
Donovan, Leonard Cohen, Frank
Zappe, Lou Scott, Joni Mitchell
and John Lennon. The opportunity for utilizing folk-rock
lyrics in enriching the curriculum will be explored in this
workshop.
To help bridge the generation
gap, two high school students
will be offered the opportunity
of teaching instructors by acting
as special consultants during the
workshop.
These two students will be
selected in an area -wide competition. They will be chosen for
either writing the most outstanding folk-rock lyrics, or
writing about any aspect of folkrock music.. Dr. Rosenberg will
judge.
The course is also being offered by the SJS extension sem.ices, and will run from June 23Aug. 4, according to Paul Bradley, administrative assistant to
the summer session dean.

7-fs - - - .
:. Witch
’Mobilization’ Highlight
. Adonis To Lead
.
Welcoming Rites
i,s Spring
,,
$ .1....
g of spring will be celebrated from I I 11.111.
$ 1111111 nIllInttl today aro
I the fountain, unless rain forces
$ its postponement.
Sponsored by the Experimental College (ExCl, "The
Imocation of the Vernal Equinox" will feature a rock
iZ; band, "’The South Bay Flash," on Seventh Street at
* 1 30 p in
$
The Witch Adonis (Dennis Rolling, featured in this
Z week’s Time Magazine) will lead the invocation to spring
4
including a proves ’ , chants,
$ at II a.m. A cell
,s, ’ songs and dances is planned for HOWL l’art of the main
$ chant reads:
0
sZ
"Golden Sun of the Mountains,
!t0
Illumine the Land. Light up the World.
i
Illumine the Seas and the Rivers,
0
!t.
Sorrows be laid. Joy to the World."
;.:1’,
your instr lllll ents and your flowers, and be preBring
4".,
S pared for anything," Susan Zellar, spokesman fur the Exl.:
il said. "The emphasis is on spontaneity."
Other students working on plans for the celebration are
g Sunny Policliar, Hal Weiner and Steve Pon.

k

k

IFC Justice

McCloud Quits Post
By BOB BRACKETT
Daily Staff Writer
Charging the Dean of Students office with interfering with
the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) Judiciary, Cltief Justice
Larry McCloud resigned his post yesterday afternoon.
McCloud’s resignation caused a third postponement of the
IR: hearings into the alleged misconduct by members of the
Theta Chi fraternity on a March 6 panty raid at the Alpha
Phi and Sigma Kappa houses.
In a letter to IFC president
Larry Lundberg, McCloud resigned his post, saying: "The interference of the Dean of Students office and their lack of
interest to facilitate the ju.stices
has cau.sed such annoyance for
help this case
bowl at all (39 per cent) or that us and failed to
come to a quick decision
they would prefer the space be
While McCloud was tendering
used for some other facility (56
his resignation, members of the
per cent).
Theta Chi fraternity and IFC
Judiciary were gathered in conference room ADM229 waiting
for a quorum to be reached so
the 3 p.m. hearing could begin.
At 8:20 p.m. Don Hogan, assistant to the dean of students,
announced McCloud’s resignation
and indicated the resignation,
Missing: one student govern- combined with the absences of
ment public relations dirertor to Judiciary members Joe De Scala,
serve the remainder of the year, Stan Jorgensen and Attorney
and IMO II ttttt retailing Conunittee General Don Hansen, would prechairman to plan next year’s fes- vent a quorurn from being
tivities.
reached.
Also missing are five students
Theta Chi members were then
to serve on student-faculty Aca- given a choice of having the case
demic Council committees and heard by the ASB Judiciary, an
one graduate student for the administrative committee or the
Academic C’ounell Academie Fair- IFC Judiciary, after new court
ness committee.
members are appointed.
The Associated Students JuA Theta Chi spokesman indidiciary Is missing one member, cated the fraternity would wait
and the Student Activities Board for the IFC Judiciary to hear the
laeldng an attorney general, case. Hogan then said the hearwho would also serve as an as- ing had been rescheduled for
sistant to the ASB attorney Wednesday.
general.
Asked to comment on McAny student interested In fill- Cloud’s charges of interference
ing tiny of these vaciuseles may by the dean of studertts office.
pit* up an application form In Hogan said, "We can’t hear the
the College Union, 315 S. Ninth case without a quorum, and it
St., and sign up for an interview. was Larry’s resignation that preFurther information may be ob- vented the quorum from being
tained front Robbie Schnitzer, met. Our position has remained
extension 262s, between 2 and 5 the same. We intend to be fair to
p.m. daily.
all the parties involved."

Opinion Questionnaire Shows
Students Would Use Alleys
Twenty-three per cent of the
SJS students polled in a campuswide opinion questionnaire on
March 14 stated they would bowl
at least once a week (it the new
College Union. In actual numbers, that would be 5,000 weekly
users.
In a scientifically controlled
poll, in which Dr. Dwight Bentel’s two Journalism 55 classes
were stationed around the campu.s in numbers directly proportional, to student population in
the general area, 9 per cent said
they would bowl several times
a week, 14 per cent said once a
week and 12 per cent three times
a month.
Seniors and graduates answered a different poll from that
given to freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors. Fifty-one per cent
of the older students felt that
lanes should not be included in
the Union.
Forty-nine per cent of the
freshmen, sophomores. and juniors
polled favor a bowling alleY in
the new College Union. However,
of those who did favor the lanes,
56 per cent favored only 10
lanes.
Those who felt. lanes should
not be included in the Union,
stated that they either do not

Air Safety Topic
Of Monday Meet
"Emergencies and how to handle them" will be the topic of
a special air safety seminar Monday.
The two-hour semintr, presented by the Aeronautics Department, will begin at 7:30
p.m. in Concert Hall. Admission
is free.
Les Satz of the Aeronautics
Department will conduct the
seminar and show two films on
air safety. In addition, representatives from the Hamilton Air
Force Base "Rescue and Recovery" team will speak.

Committee Posts
Remain Unfilled;
Interviews Open

Coast Guard

rOMPOMO1

ROUNDTRIP

ROI NII.TRIP FROM N.
ONFWAY

FROM N. Y.

y.

With the help of a $1,000 outright grant from Student Council, the California State College
Student President’s Association
(CSCSPA) may be able to expand its programs in the coming
year.
Council has also laid aside
another $1,000 if other state
colleges show an "appropriate
response" to pleas for help from
Vic Lee, CSCSPA president.
According to Lee, CSCSPA has
been handicapped M the pest
because of a lack of available
funds for statewide Programs
which are essential not only to
the 18 campuses but to the organization’s growth. He has been
unable to implement an effective
communications system for the
18 campuses which would have
included a statewide weekly
news/raper.
Travel expenses have been another problem. I..ee and his staff
have had to miss many Board of
Trustees meetings with Chancel..
lor Glenn S. Dumke’s staff because of fund shortages.
Lee said letters have been sent
to all state colleges enlisting
their support.

AUTO
INSURANCE

2

Charter Flights
Los Angeles-London-Loe Angeles
Via
Boeing 707 Trans-Polar Jet
Return
Round Trip
Depart
Seat PrIc
JUNE 6 SEPT. 14 $295.00
JUNE 18 SEPT. 9
$295.00
JUNE 25 SEPT. 14 $295.00
These flights are available Indy
to Faculty Members, Students,
Campus Staff and immediate families. Thie charter program is not
sponsored or eontrolled by the
California State Colleges.
For reservation forms and full de.
taile please mend completed coupon (below) to Trip Chairman,
144 So. Beverly Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 94212.
NAME
ADDRESS
cFeALCUM,

STUDENT 0 STAW-Ci

.PJ
LIGHT WEIGHT
SPORT COATS

Ages 17-25
Single or Married
New low rates for young drivers. Preferred or hard to place risks accepted.
DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
Suite, 205
243-5027
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Pattern and color are the
highlights of our spring
nnd summer sportcoat collection . . . included are
new and unusual shades
in tattersalk cheeks, hold
and subtle plaids, stripes
and solids in trivp featherweight materials. Tailored
in Vaughn easy fitting soft
shoulder model with all
die important details that
make It authentic. Made to
retail from $34.60 to
$69.50.
VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE

plus SI5
Registration Fes

SA518
A

from$29_43
to
81

LOS ANGELES -LONDON -LOS ANGELES
FLIGHT 101
FLIGHT 102
FLIGHT 103

Student Assn.

rnm 04E. or I A.

Student involvement during
ASB Council meeting reached
a new high Wednesday as exchange between council members
and students in the gallery reached the saturation point.
Noreen Futter, sitting in the
gallery, harassed members "attempting to deal with the serious business of the day by sloppy
tactics," complained one member.
Miss Futter was wielding that
deadliest of smingtime weapons
--the infamous squirt gun.
Trish French, sophomore representative; Addie in.sel, junior
representative and freshman rep.
resentative Jeff Potts were
among victims claimed by the
accurate attacker.
Graduate representative Andy
McDonald also obtained a squirt
gun and attempted to even the
score and maintain the honor of
council.
Ending the on.slaught of indoor
precipitation, council vice-chairman John Merz directed Miss
Futter and McDonald to "quit
squirting around."

ASB Helps
CSCSPA
With Funds

Here’s a schedule of the day’s
activities.
2 p.m.: "In the Year of the
Pig."
3:45: Workshops (persons mar
attend one of the following, in
Grace Baptist Church, 10th and
"Our
Sun Fernando streets
National Priorities, Domestic
Needs and the ABM t’ontroversy," Ben Seaver. coordinator.
"Military Prisoners and the
People’s Conscience," Pete Kootbman, Howard AnzAwalt, coordinators.
- "The Draft: VVhose Patriotic
Duty?," Mrs. Whitehorn, Bar.
bora Ulmer, coordinators.
--"The New Politics: A Coalition of Democrats or a Force
Party?," Pete Szega, coordinator.
"Non -Violent Philosophy of
Social Change," Helen Mehr, coordinator.
Film Discussion, Roy Hoch.
coordinator.
5:30: Plenary Discu.ssion (Jonah s
6:15: Dinner (Jonah’s Wail,
served by Resistance).
7 p.m.: Melville lecture.
8 p.m. "In the Year of the
Pig."

1.11M. o

FLIGHT 104
FLIGHT 105

$295
$148
$210

ESNS

9 WEEKS
4 WEEKS
IlVa WEEKS

JUNE 29 SEPTEMBER 8
SEPTEMBER 3
JULY 8

10 WEEKS
9 WEEKS

Charterer is assisted by Travel Service, Inc. of Berkeley,
in association with Saturn Airways and Bank of California.

$110

At San Jose State
College Union 294.6414 ext. 2629
CHARTERS WITHIN EUROPE
TO AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND,
TOURS, i.D. CARDS
FOR MEMBERS OF,
INTERNATMNAL
STUDENT AFFAIRS CLU/1
II7S1 tell !MIRE RIND. L.A. CA. 9002S

SEPTEMBER 19
JULY 10
AUGUST 1 - AUGUST 30
SEPTEMBER 1
AUGUST 2

OAKLAND -LONDON -OAKLAND

Students - Faculty - Staff
fr,n OAK. or 1 .1.

Irate Coed
’Shoots Up’
ASB Council

the latter country for his activism, will lecture at 7 p.m. in
Jonah’s Wail. His topic: "Our
Latin American Vietnams:.
Mrs. Whitehorn has become
mvtionally known as the mother
who wouldn’t allow her son to
register for the draft Anawalt,
it University of Santa Clara professor, is defense counsel for the
Presidio 27 the GI’s on trial for
mutiny in the stockade).
Both will be coordinators in
the workshop discussions which
follow the first showing of the
film.
Ticket informatoin may be received by calling 251-7862.

Limited to students, faculty and staff of
any California State College and immediate family members.

U.S. National

ROVNDTRIP

By KENYON JORDAN
Daily Assistant Editor
The first west coast showing
of "In the Year of the Pig" will
highlight tomorrow’s "Spring
Mobilization" day ut SJS, sponsored jointly by Clergy and Lttvmen C o C ft I’ Ile d, Professors
Against the VVar, and the Resistance.
The film, a commeatary on
Vietnam produced by Emile de
Antonio ("Point of Order,’’ "Rush
to Judgment"), vvill be shown
twice, at the start (2 p.m. in Morris Dailey) and at the finish (8
pin. in Concert I lall of the day’s
activities.
In between, there will be workshops, a dinner, and a lecture,
all pointed at the Mobilization
theme, ’’The Reconciliation We
Seek." Cost for all the activities
for students is $2; for the film
alone 50 cents. Non-students’ atimission is either $4 ro $1.
Three persons noted in antiwar circles
Art Melville, Evelyn Whitehorn and Howard Anawalt
will take part in the
mobilization.
Melville, one-time priest working in Guatemala who was ejected from both the priesthood and

ONLY 3 WEEKS LEFT TO MAKE
YOUR RESERVATION!

JET TO EUROPE

OUTS’

Vietnam Movie Debut

Via
Polar Flight
Jet Charter

THIS
SUMMER:

LTJG Lawrence II. Fuchs and
Yoeman Schneider will be on
campus Monday and Tuesday
from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. in Barracks
13 to discuss the opportunities
offered by the Coast Guard
through the Officer Candidate
program.
Interested seniors should contact the representatives or the
Placement Office.

SPARTAN: DATI.Y-A

Friday Mtrch 21 lcli/1

*MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOWT
I

BOB AGNEW
1515 MARBURG WAY. APT. F-10
SAN JOSE. CALIF. 95133
PHONE: 415 1148-8597
WEEKDAYS 9 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.

1969 EUROPE CHARTERS
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CANA WELCOME

DiSCOUNT ON ALL MERCHAND,st
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NORFOLK’S A CINCH
We’d like to give you a belt in the back ...
and all the rest of the way ’round, too! It’s today’s revival of the Norfolk look investigated
here in rough. rugged, wide wale cord with
deep. pleated bush pockets. In tan or olive
sizes 36-46. $30
ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA af Blossom Hill Road and
Almaden Expressway. VALLEY FAIR CENTER at Stevens
Creek Boulevard and Freeway 17. SAN ANTONIO CENTER at El Camino Real and San Antonio Road. Shop
Monday through Friday nights.

iNUGH8
AT SATHER GATE
UNIVERSITY Merr’i SHOPS
Es’

I927

’0 VA AO .11.0

WO., 0.11.11111

Mon. thru

Sat.
9:30-5:30

Thurs. nite
9:00

125 So. ilth
re

Coed Wins Scholarship New Plans
Janet Hothersall. senior journalism and social SCiPtlee major,
has tied for eighth place in the
ninth annual William Randolph
Itearst Journalism Awards Program.
Hothersall won a $125
scholarship in the investigative
and or interpr.tative division for
her two-part article on the Delano grape strike. The stories
appeared last fall in the Spai-tan Doily, Oct 21 and 25.

Her stories were among the
first to present sentiments of
grape workers who remained
on the fields and did not support strike organizer Cesar C’havez.
Former Spartan Daily make-up
editor and staff writer, Miss
Hothersall is a member of SJS’
Beta Pi chapter of Theta Sigma
Phi. national h inor society for
women in journalism and communiekittins.

ENTERTAINMENT INDEX

161

JONAH’S WAIL
loth & Salt Carlos)
9000/111
Fri. & Sat. nights 8 till midnight
Folk .singitig. I nierlairimetii. l’ilm:

"O.T. =5" including Laurel & Hardy,
Our Gang, W. C. Fields, Mr. MacGoo
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Saturday, March 22, 1969
7:00 & le 00 p.m. 40 cents

Morris Dailey Auditorium

CP

By St’SAN MENDEL
Non - verbal communication,
chamber music and some of California’s most beautiful trees
will be featured at this year’s
Sparta Camp. Jones’ Gulch will
be the camping site of approximately :100 students and 30 faculty in celebration of the Vernal
Equinox, today, tomorrow and
Sunday.
Raleigh Endes, professor of
speech and Sparta Camp adviser,
explained "People will find that
Sparta Camp will provide more
wider
diversity in music and
cross-section of peoples than in
previous years." Chairman Barbkira Markowitz, Prof. Mike
Schmidt, Prof. Frates and a committee of five other SJS students
have planned the weekend’s activities.
Special activities will include
nine different bands ranging from
chamber music kind jazz to soill
music and hard rock blues.
addition, a unique film concerning the alienation of man has
been prrxtuced Ity student Terry
Hayes especially for Sparta
Campers. The film was shot "on
location" at SiS featuring "nonacted" candid shots af students
and surroundings.
And finally, "A special Sunday
service also MU he held for
those who wish to experience
something slightly out of the ordinary," commented Prof. Frates.
Prof. Frates explained that
transportation will not he provided this year as "a few undesirables ruined these privileges."
Trkinsportation vvill be provided
by car-beating students; those
"without wheels" are urged to
consult information lists at the
ticket table on Seventh Street,
according to Prof. Frates.
Frates revealecl that the group
encounter plans are being held
secret since only the cktmthers
vein have the special privilege of
a "strangely unique experience."
Frates concluded, "In the past.,
it has been pleasing to see a
cross-section of students since
a variety of opinions becomes
more meaningful. I urge students
and faculty to purchase their
tickets early."
Tickets can be purchased today for $12.50. The price will
include all meals kind lodging
for the entire weekend. EOP stu.
dents arty retitit,t scholarship
compen,t,t,

,
net ?
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Scheduled
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no cover charge entertainment nitely
at 9 p. m.
MON. & TUES.:
THE
FUNKLEBERRY BOYS ’’’"ars

.

Wed. Him Sat.: THE FLASH
Sunday: Dennis Ortfig

- -

Red Ram
10th & William
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Roberta Peters

Opera Star Here Tonight
Metropolitan Opera star Roberta Peters will appear in conceit tunight in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 8:15.
The concert, sponsored by the
College Union Program Board
and ASB is free to students and
faculty. General adrnission tickets are available for $2 at the
Student Affairs Business Office,
Bldg. R.
Miss Peters, who made her
&but at the Metropolitan Opera
(Met’ in 1950 at age 20 as Zerlina in "Don Giovanni," has been
praised by critics for her performances in various opera.s.
She has achieved special recognition for her debuts as Lucia in
"Lucia di Lammermoor," Adrle

in "Die Fleciermaus." and "Zerbinetta in "Ariadne auf Naxos."
Her SJS program will include
Handel’s "Oh, Had I Jubal’s
Lyle" and "Sweet Bird" from "Il
Bensienaso" with flute obbligato;
J. S. Bach’s "Jauchzet Gott in
Allen Landen" Cantata 51; five
songs by Richard Strauss; and
"Cara Nome" from Verdi’s "Rigolet to."
The second half of the concert
will feature "Cuarto Madrigal,.
Amatarios" by Rodrigo, Folk
Songs of America kind the British
Isles arranged kind accompanied
on the Troubadour harp by Samuel Pratt and "Ombra leggiera"
from "Dinorah" by Meyerbeer,
which will also feature a flute
obbligato.

A native of New York, Miss
Peters was the protegee of Jan
Peeree. She has appeared an
numerous television shows and
created the leading role in GianCarlo Menutti’s "The Last &Wage" during its premiere two seasons ago at the Mel.

current student opinion an U.S. ,
foreign policy.
Advisers to the symposium include Gregory B. Wolfe, former
chairman of International Affairs for Latin America, in Intelligence and Research, U.S.
State Department, Frederick L.
Schuman, former Woodrow Wilson Professor of government at
Williams College, Frank Munk,
former director of Training for
the United Nations Relief and
Administrat ion,
Rehabi lit a tion
and Robert B. Moody, former
vice counsel for the American
Embassy in Iran and former
Third Secretary of Embassy in
the American Embassy in China.

SJS Alumnus
To Address
Entomologists

The Entomology Club will have
Dr. B. F. Eldridge, a SJS graduate, as guest speziker at the
meeting Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in
S258.
Refreslunents will be served.
Everyone is invited.
Serving as a medical entomolagist and lieutenant colonel in
the army, Dr. Eldridge will discuss medical entomology as related to his assignment in PanaMa. He was in charge of examining proposed sites far the canal
from an entomological aspect.
After graduating from SJS in
1959, Dr. Eldrige went to Washington State and Purdue to reThe Recreation Department is
conducting a one-week pack trip ceive his M.S. and Ph.D. in Eninto the Ventana Wilderness area tomology.
He traveled to Korea in 1960,
in Los Padres National Forest
during Easter vacation from Fri- worked in West Pakistan on the
day, March 28, to Saturday, study of mosquito-borne virus
April 5. One unit of credit will diseases in 1962 and on proposed
canal sites in Panama and Cobe given for the trip.
lumbia in 1966.
Experienced camp director and
Dr. Eldridge wrote kind assisted
picker Kenneth Robison, will diin writing eight articles in his
rect the trip. Robison is a vetfield by 1968.
eran of sturuner excursions in the
Sierra Nevadas and the country
in this area.
The group will pack into the
mountain area south of Monterey
through a wide variety of terrain. Burros will carry the food
kind equipment. Cost of the expe"Education and Income vi-ith
dition is $38.
Oime as an Alternative" will be
discussed Tuesday in LN201
from 3-5 p.m.
Third in a five-part seminar
series on the Mexican -American
community, the talk veill be conducted by Gilbert Solana and
Charles Bust a mente, director
and as.sociate director of Operation SHARE in the county office of education.
Dr. T. Conway Esselstyn,
4
chairman of the Sociology and
A
Anthropology Department, initiated the series.
A

Recreation Dept.
Plans Pack Trip
To Ventana Area

College Life, a get together
open to all students. is being
held tonight in Jonah’s Wail at 8.
Folk music wili be provided
by the Order of Andrew and
Bob Roe will speak.
The happening is sponsored by
CumPut. ( it,ade fur Christ.

goce,.

Delegates to Symposium
May Start Signing Up Now
Potential delegates to the "Nation/0 Student Symposium of
united States Foreign Policy"
may apply to the political science
department office before 5 p.m.
today according to Grady Robertson, junior liberal arts major
and president of Pi Sigma Alpha
(Political Science Honor Society).
The syi-nposium, scheduled for
April 10-13 at Portland State
University (Oregon) is sponsored
by the Council on International
Relations and United Nations Affairs. Delegates must be full
time students who are U.S. citizens.
Students are required to pay
a $10 registration fee, and may
receive special reduced rates for
accomodat ions.
The symposium will begin with
kin open end, non-partisan forum
on United States Foreign Policy.
From this discus.sion delegates
will make recommendations for
immediate and long range policy
to be drawn up as a formal report and presented in May to
the Nixon administration and
Congress.
Program coordinators said the
formal report veill hopefully provide the newly elected administration with a valid indication of

Conege Life
Tonight at Wail

THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE
221 SOUTH KING ROAD
259-3335

SPECIAL!
R.1TES
vict

11P
S7’1 DENT AND

GREEN FEE:
Weekdays $1.25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE
$1.00 Bucket for 50,:t

NOT
TONIGHT
ANGELO
Sally Sirl
to the
"Not tonight Angelo."’
am! former used
one time Funk &
l,.1,1 it %ilk putting tip
car salesman from Eneino. I.
V,ISC eN ery night. And
jams and jellies at your moth, i*
those crummy (lances at the I Phelta Thi house just don’t
make it. I’d rather go over to your steak house and have
either a Rih-Eye steak for SI.45 or a New York for S2.25
with which I get a free howl of chili." "O.K.", said Angelo
slipping into his maltese hipp.
HS0TEuAsKE
ANGELO’S
Fr,..c Parking at 38 So 3,r4 St.

72 E. Santa Clara

Shaw International Theatres
1E4

Towne Theatre
Held

OVer

1 3a 3m eTic ea

3rd Week

Nominated for 3 Academy Awards
"Best Vh riter--"Best Stiiii,.)ri 61;1 letor & Actress"’
"A MILESTONE! A FINE
ACHIEVEMENT!". 1.,,,,cst
emit

FA(;

SHARE Officers
Conduct Seminar

THE ACCLAIMED MCTION PICTURE-JorinCassavetesFACES"
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New

ikipeoral
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"No.,.1" Policy . . .
A vaqt-Garde Films
5117 Exciting Week
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Music
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Drama

Spork Cornwell larN
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RICO TACO
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’Toys’ Seeks
Free Jazz Concert
To Run Next Week New Heights
Jazz Ensembles will present a
free concet t Wednesday and
Thursday, March 26 and 27, in
the Concert Hall at 8:15 p.m.
The concert is sponsored by the
music department and ASB.
The program will feature original works by Don Ellis and

JET CHARTERS
4 Summer flights of 4 to 14 wks.
s2dar R...nd si Tr One
73Trip or
/ 3 Way
For details write to Prof. Frank
Paal, 247 Roycroft Ave., Long
Beach 90803. (2131 438-2179.

works recorded by the Buddy
Rich band. Carol Haws, associate professor of dance, has
helped to stage an original composition by Director Dwight
Cannon, assistant professor of
music, which will feature vocalist
Sharyl Parker and alto saxophonist Tim Rosenkrans,
The SJS Jazz Ensembles won
first place at the Intercollegiate
Jazz Festival Regionals held at
Cerritos College in Los Angeles
last year. It also placed first at
the Sacramento City College Festival competition last year.

Everybody likes ice cream
That’s why everybody likes Howard’s
(or maybe it’s the other way around)
14M:it’d’s

_Jloward

ler cream &

lot more

a

7:00 A.M. ’til 10:30
7th & Santa Clara

one

By WALT YOST
Fine Arts Writer
"Toys in the Attic" is going
to some extraordinary lengths in
the pursuit of realism on stage.
The SJS Drama production goes
through very unconventional rehearsals before iLs April llth
opening.
According to the play’s director Bernard Rosenblatt, assistant
professor of drama, the actors’
characterizations will be improved through the method of
"emotional movement."

AMERICANS IN PARIS at the end of World War I, gay, naieve
Such is the
and sensing +he

giddy future as vaguely foreboding.
depiction in this scene from "U.S.A. that opens tonight. Left
to right are Dan Balestrero, Cathy Morgan and Lee Kopp.

’U.S.A.’ Depicts
American Life
By .1AV CARTER
Fine Arts Editor
Accordin,.; to the mental shurt
hand of 1969’s college students,
Pax Americana emerged at the
close of World War II. But
"U.S.A.’s" author makes clear in
his dramatic revue, adapted from
his historical novel, that American imperialism left incubation
to be lxirn during "Mr. Wilson’s
War."
Tonight and tomorrow SJS
Reader’s Theater will perform
"U.S.A.," a dramatic revue
adapted by Paul Shyer and John
Do.s Passos.
Tickets to the theatrical version, that starts at 8:15 p.m. in
Studio Theater of the Speech
and Drama building, cost 75
cents for ASB cardholders and
$1.50 general admission.
The tickets are available from
the College Box Office, Speech

REALITY vs. BIZARRE

Two l’erformances Only
John Dos Passos’ & Paul Shyre’s

U. S. A.
A DRAMATIC REVUE
March 21 and 22

Studio Theatre

Students 75c
l’hone 294441

I :xi. 2600

Novimonisimomummoomonommummummthumummiloisiounuommilummosinumumminnumummou

Lancashire Lad
Fish N’ Chips
8th & Santa Clara
Presents New Entrees
Scotsman’s Breakfast

7

49c

2 eggs - 2 strips bacon - toast

Irishman’s Breakfast

55c

Steak -
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2 hamburgers - French Fries
Coke or Coffee
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99c
PLUS

SET IN NEW ORLEANS
The play, set in New Orleans,
has two Black actors in the cast.
Wes Morgan plays Henry, "a
figure of reality" arnong the unreal cast. Henry will be on stage
almost constantly. Rosenblatt
said, "Henry is in complete control of his situation -- he has
dignity and is his own man."
His counterpart, Gus, played
by Bill Reeves, is less secure. He
expressed disgust for his degrading position, but hasn’t "the
gumption to break away from
his situation."
Working with choreographer,
G. Norman Russell, Rosenblatt
has added a "stylized movement"
prologue. The lights will ermine
up on characters in various unrea list ic scenes,

Cathy Morgan, playing in
U.S.A. tonight and tomorrow,
has as Kr most important role
the character

of Eleanor Stoddard, mistress of the tycoon
Moorhous, played by Dan
Balestrero.

and Drama Building. The ticket
office is open 1-5 p.m. weekdays
and one hour prior to 8:15 show
nights.
Certainly there is gaiety in SI
nurnber of parts. but there is
pathos a’nd irony. The apt phrase
it seems to me is "slice of life."
because Dos Passos is such a
shrewd observer of people. Going
along with this is the fa.ct that
he was fascinated by the era of
the 1900’s to the ’30’s that the
revue shows.
U.S.A. is an tunbitious Readers theatrical production, as it
involve.s elaborated movements,
much music and song, and advanced lighting technique.
F:very player acts multiple
roles seen often consecutively.
Many of the roles conjure the
characters; the composite AMerican types, surrounding the life
of J. Ward Motarhouse. Moorhouse signifies the American Horatio Alger figure, as he marries
into money and rises to the most
rarified strata of the new public
relations field.
Included in the cast of "U.S.A."
am: Dan Balestrero, Ron llo.

9%.
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Street
Zip

Were Are
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’1
1
74-

292-5404

N. A. Firnhaber.
Vicar

294-7033

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.

PlArr5
DS WCHITNY Of KIM AND ASSULDPiCt
COMI TO PlOCIVI S POD TIM DIST VALUES

stage manager Jamcs Mason,
assistant stage manager Daniel
Ilte-ak, and the cdsturnp crew of
Janet Burns, and Nedre
under the supervision of Berneice
E. Prisk.
1,cl-it
The illuminati al is
crew members I’ .i; .
r
Rorrdd Gerran
Hassler’. The
is ROSSI Morin.
John Weldon directs stage crew
and properties. Credit is aLso
due to Gilda Forrester, special
publicity; and drunts, Frederick
Handsfield.
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Black Arts
SUNDAY, MARCH la
7 p.m.
Leta Walla. scl.,er."Vibrations; from Attain
AfroAmcrican fashion show. "Voices
of Victory" Gospel Choir. Morris
Dailey. Free.
MONDAY, MARCH 21
IThn8 p.m.
13:111,d
Mon ,
ny Duncan 11;mce
Dailey. Eree.
TI7ESDAY, ILUIVII 25
7:30 p.m.
Symposium on Black
Art. Moderated by Marie Johnson, Mortis Dailey. Free. Main
Gallery, A129, open by special’
arrangement. Reception following symposium in Gallery lobby.
THURSDAY, MARCH 27
8 p.m. - Seshesh Players, mixed
media workshop. Smoke Jazz
Quintet, Morris Dailey, Free,
FRIDAY, MARCH 28
Professional and stu4 p.m.
dent art exhibits close, A129,
A2.15.

.
$295

$350

The Bride was radiant.
Diamonds added brilliance to the modiamonds
ment they exchanged vows
from Proctor’s outstanding selection of
finest wedding and engagement rings. It
must be rightand it will be right if it’s
from Proctor’s.
NO MONEY DOWN

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

FAxfrepAyit..%)eK

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Both Stores Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. Evenings

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Katherine Rech
Nationally known Teacher of Extra -Sensory Perception
cond 1/el ing

ai

Oysters. Scallops

J. Brotniner,

l’astor

Mining & Manufacturing Co. Sponsors:

0
Gvert.,?

69c

CALL AHEI111:7 .

9875 Santa Monica 8., ileaerly

The Irish Western

SERVED ALL DAY
6 A.M. to Close
Base your order really to gi r . . .

ii muldium piiiiiip II. lid.

SIFIIKA Tit VEI, INC.

=_-.

AI I of our regular fish items
halt .Nt. CliiicScot’s Portion
Also:
Prim its,

6-19/9-16
$279 from L.A.
6-18/9- 6
$279 from L.A.
6-16/9-13
$298 from L.A.
6-21/9- 4
$199 from N.Y.
to London. Amsterdam, Barcelona
(bull fights!). 3-weeis Study Courses
available in France, Russia, Spain,
Germany. Phone (213) 274-0729 or
272 8081 or underline item of in.
iterest and mail coupon for free
info to E. Kahn SFVSC c.o.:

City:

2 Blacks !rum campus

1
flaming tango that made
him every woman’s heart’s desire. Monumental riots marked
the idol’s death. The dancers
are Dennis Johnson, choreographer, and Pamela Simmons.

Name:

E-=

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and Student Center
Luther,, church Missouri Synod 374 So. 3rd St.

Rudolph Van Valentino, dances

JET CHARTERS

eggs - hash browns - toast

po-

litical.

Kopp,
1/..nnis
Johnson,
Lec.
tt
a
,
I
i o li: )1, ii eon, .1v a ti Parker. li r- , i
ald Proo:l. l’,,,,t1111,a Reid and 1 v
Pamela Simmons.
The players are supported by

his

2 eggs - 2 sausage links -toast

STEAK & EGGS

talk. We are 100 per cent consumers."
l’hrough his rapid-fita. style.
thick with sarcasm, he put down
such figures SLS Bill Cosby. Roy
Wilkins. and James F:arl Jones.
His poem ’"rhe Last Nigger,"
scorches theote men for their
lack of "real" blackness.
Speaking of his profession, Lee
said, "most Black poetry Ls
The Black artist is considered dangerous by peopkx in
power. Consider what would happen if LeRoi Jones wrote the
lyrics for James Ilrown. Hubert
Humphrey is writing them now."
Marvin X, a local poet raised
in Fresno, is currently faeirig a
draft evasion charge.

"Black poetry is diametrically
opposed to white poetry. Black
poetry is concrete. It is la peoroom," exple skieping in
claimed poet Don Lee.
For mer an hotir Lee. in his
w ;tilt les. spun a wiet le t ranee
around his south, but enthusiastic
audience in Mortis Dailey Auditorium, yesterday.
As part of the "Black Arts
Today" series. Lee and fellow
poet Marvin X. a black mu-slim,
displayed their unusual works.
Lee is a Black writer-in -residence at Cornell University and
is the subject of a feature story
in the current issue of "Ebony"
in the current issue of "Ebony."
ed. "manufacture nothing, except

Of Realism

"Toys," will present contrasting scenes of reality against the
unreal illusions of its bizarre
characters. Two strange old
maids, their "loser" of a younger
brother, and his pathetic wife are
complex roles involving question.s
of reality.
Carrie, played by Sue Mason,
is the dizziest of the two sisters.
Her "quasi-Incestuous" feelings
toward her brother Julian, lead
her on in her overpossessive relationship toward him. His dependency upon her, provides Carrie with emotional security.
Her sister Anna is more realistic, at least in contrast to Carrie. She is able to perceive some
of the truths in the life of the
odd pair.
"’Toys’," Rosenblatt continuer],
"is concerned with the acceptance or rejection of truth. It
deals with people’s tetreat from
reality."

Opens Tonight 8:15

nAnsa

Black Poet Don Lee Captivates
Audience With Biting Outlook

"Emotional movement," says
Rosenblatt, "will assist the actors
in physically articulating what is
going on underneath their surface appearances." During rehearsals, while the stage manager reads the script, the actors
portray visually their real underlying feelings.
Rosenblatt explained that by
this method, the actors get to
know their characters through
doing, rather than just reading.
"Actors tend," he said, "to develop more freedom . . . to build
up more confidence through this
means."

Crystal Creamery

SPARTAN

Friday, March 21, 1969
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7:" RM.
Donation:
$2.00
111/011.10111811814POIRMISPRIP/MAWRIPSE/4~^WIRIPPEOR4,

pay

Some people +hink that you have to
top quality Mexican style food.
Not so. Visit Tico’s Tacos and see tha+ you

high prices for

amount of money for
a large amount of food, quality food like
Tacos, Tamales, and Burritos. How about
some right now? Y011 won’t be disillusioned.

PI ... 9I 0I

dentoostratitio and educational seasion of Hie laws and
techniques of
Learn flow to use it. Lesson tapes are
available or bring your 1111111 tape recorder.
Friday, March 21

.
293-9951
. rim., . . ,.. Catholic Women’s Center

DISILLUSIONED?

can exchange a small

Phone Orders 297-’1421

4th and St. James

11--MP

Friday March 41,1989
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Spartans Enter Gym Fete
Hoping to continue then sueeessful ways. the Spartan gymnastic team enters the State
College Gymnastics meet tonight
at Fullerton Junior College.
The latest outing for the SJS
squad proved a mixture of success and failure. The Spartans
captured four first places and
four second places in the six
events but still lost to SaCrament o State, 1.11.25-1:17.75 in a
match last Friday in the Spartan gym.
But the loss hasn’t dampened
the spirits of coach Bob Peavy
and his talented crew. In fact,
the strong showing has boLstered
aaa.’ spirits for the

State meet. Anti this could mean
an Unpravement on last year’s
fine third place finish.
"A lack of depth hurt us.’
Peavy noted, "but it was probably our best performance of the
year."
Peavy noted the Spartars had
several seasun highs by athletes
and this WaS especially pleasing
to him. "We are peaking just
right for the big meets left"
Peavy said.
Doug Hills was one Spartan
who hit his top mark of the season when the defending state
champion in the free exercise
eent recorded Li brilliant 9.15
score to win the event.
The.
are fast becom-

curl ’it
Wear
CuAnn eihiniA and

L.O.V.E
and S. YATER
fi5 hy

CU IRI

and Caiva

HANG TEN

’I I lett r

2081 So. Winchester

Campbell, Calif.
...CeZ00008:100000111.2005000%.

filabOrt
UNIQUE CONCEPTS IN CLOTHING

Mg the top free exercise lean)
on the A’est Coast.
"We averaged 8.75 for three
men in the event," Peavy said.
"I don’t believe another school
on the Coast can make that
claim."
Following Hills in the event
for SJS was Jim Turpin who finished second uith an 8.9 and
Joe Sweeney vho went unpliteed
with a strong 8.15 effort.
Sweeney, the Spartans’ captain, was not to be denied, however, as he came hack to Will the
high bar with an 8.&5 mark and
finish second in the pantile!
bars with an 8.3 score.
"Joe made the best perfortnance of the evening and scored
his season high on the high bars,"
Peavy SeliCi. "He didn’t have the
highest score of the meet, but
he put on a real show, ending
with his difficult double-back
somersault dismount."
Turpin added a first and another secorxi to his effort in the
free exercise as he won the
vaulting and took setamd on the
rings. Turpin scored 8.8 to win
the vaulting and added 7.95 on
the rings. In addition, Turpin
put on a fancy display of his
talents on the trampoline. The
trampoline is not a regular event
at SJS, but Turpin is one of the
top trampolinists in the nation.
Rich Havstad added to the
other SJS first with a strong
showing of 7.2 on the difficult
side horse. Havstad is one of the
fa.stest improving members of
the strong Spartan squad.

Discount With Student Body Card

-Lonn Wessarman, San Francisco Chronicle

-SPLENDIDLY FUNNY! FRESH AND VITAL’
-Swim bchellaurn,S F. (Lamm

type. pitching and fielding when
it entertains the that-silty ot
Washington at Spartan Field
Saturday in a doubleheader
starting at noon.
be
Saturday’s meeting
the rine times these two teams
haye ever met. The Huskies
are perenialla a contender in
the rugged Pac-8 Conference

strength t lllll orrow when the Spartan
he at
The speed laden SJS 440 rela ipiariel
of \\ aeliington Huskies ori the Spartan track at 1:15.
track team takes ott the L iiisersit
alai entertain Nlerritt Junior College with the field events
Spartan junior sareity
Harting at II:30 and the running taiail- to he held :literal:aid. a illy the varsity competition.
John Carlos will add his pouertail Teed to the al, Ile rah., team for the first time making

The

diem .1 etrong threat to the raielieg record in that 11 VIAL
anchor the rola. mid take the place of Ilrori Wilson %lio ran a smooth leg two
Lir It 1,
%.eck, ago %%hen the team turned in the hest time in the nation this year with a 40.5 clocking.
cpected to 11.1%e imielt trouble in the 100 and 22(1 events either with CarThe
( 1.1%ton And \\ ikon competing.

los. Smith. RI%
11.1.

,

which ineludea Stanford and
l’SC - two of the best teams
in the country last year.
’"We don’t know a thing
about them - their team, their
record or any thing," %aid cocoaeh Gene 51enges.
The Spartans %%ill Mart Wu
of their hardauck hurlers on
the mutind. Bob Bolmes, who
went nine innings against San
Friuteiseo State Tuesday and
left with the score tied. and
lefthander Terry Hughe. will

r

each start one of the seenituting battles.
The Spartan.% will open aith
Nlaris Pantels at third, captain Tont t’order at shortatop.
Don

}Gnarl

either John

at second and
liennig or Tom

The outfield will consist of
sophomore Gary Cunningham
in right, BiU Grozier in center
and either Steve Ornellao or
Bennie in right. Mike Popovee will be handling the duties
behind the plate.
ornellas is a doubtha starter

THE BEAUTIFUL BLACK MUSICAL
Starting BIG BLACK 8730 P.m.

Saturday after pulling a musele

CIWMTIRMINECIMINHEI

against SFS. If he can’t play.

Pr.cas &Mass at 4 00 h
eves. at 8:30. Seats.
; 30 PM we’
X7 25. 3 75, 84 75 int* woo. 1:30.
Sal esgs al 7 30 10 30. Sears, $3 50,14 50
S5 SO Stud’, Discount &Group Mites,
fop ROMV.00111. Box Office Inform..
x411516.1639111 421 5457
PedLIRIVICtS &

1742 El Camino Real at El Monte - Mt. View
Open ’til 9 Mon-Fri., Sat. 10-6
Phone 967-3037

&Pi will be looking for more
hits and runs and the same

1):0; HANSEN
Sports ’riter

iti;1

McLachlan at fired.
-GO SEE 8IG TIME DUCK WHITE"

BIGO
TIME
BUCK
WHITE

BELL BOTTOMS
& Other
Lnique Fashions

Relay Squad
Ready To Roll

SJS Faces
Washington
In Twinbill

Henn* will move to right and
MeLarhian will move to first.

-

_

SPARTAN SPEEDSTER Ronnie Ray Smith makes uo one -quarter
of what SJS track fans hope will be a world -record setting 440
relay +earn. Leading off tomorrow in the dual meet with Washington here at 1:15 p.m. will be Sam Davis followed by Kirk
Clayton, Smith and John Carlos.

Intramurals

ale

FAILURE

In Tuesday’s finals of the
table tennis tournament, Hooshang Delarooz defeated Daniel
Cole for the championship, well
Vo T. Han placing third.
Results of Wednesday’s upper
division basketball playoffs: 676
Club eased by Sunshine Boys No.
1, 53-35, with Bill Pratt scoring
14 for the winners; Eighth Si.
Athletic Club got 20 points from
Owen Lacey to beat the Buffaloes, 61-52; and Prices Preachers
defeate Hung, 54-35, behind Nick
Rodriguez’ 18 points.
In the lower division playoffs,
I.N. edged Sunshine Boys No. 4,
38-36, and ATO No, 3 slipped.
ATO No. 2, 40-39.

In playoff games Monday, ATO
No. 3 plays I.N. at 7:00 and
Prices Preachers meets the 676
Club at 7:30.
Entries are due next Friday
for the six-man volleyball tournament and the water polo
tournament.
Six-man volleyball is a double
elimination tournament beginning April 8. Competition will be
held in open and novice divisions.
The water polo tournament
will begin on April 17 and continue through April 19.
F:ntries foi the fast -pitch softball season are clue April 16. PerS071.; intere,ierl in umpiring may
rci’lt1 Ur ill I Ile Intramural Offiee.
..ca

Special This Friday Night

DRINKS 35c
Between 8 p.m. and 9 p.m
Big New Orleans Banjo Band
9:00 p.m. until 1:30 a.m.
DIRECTIONS
1 TAKE HIGHWAY 17
TOWARD SANTA CRUZ
GO 10 MILES TO THE
LARK TURNOFF
2 TURN LEFT ON LARK
AND GO 1/4 MILE TO
BASCOM
3 TURN RIGHT ON BAS.
COM, GO 1/2 MILE TO
BLOSSOM HILL ROAD YOU’RE THERE!

r-t===3.-,
SCARLETT L. RUE S
15940 San Jose Ave., San Jose

do"

You’ll never get anywhere without it.
Nothing helps a young engineer’s
career like being given a challenge.
Which is another way of saying a chance
to fail now and then. To make his own
mistakes.
At Western Electric we give our newly
recruited engineers responsibility almost
immediately. They make their own decisions. Learn from their own errors.
Don’t get us wrong. We keep our

demands reasonable enough so that our
recruits can make their decisions at their
own pace. But our thinking is, a man
feels awfully good about even a small
decision when it’s his.
If you’re the type who’d like the chance
to make your own moves, see our recruiter
or write College Relations, 222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of hard work never hurt anyone.

dr.e.e.es"Jord...0"

Golfers Face
Washington
San Jose Country Club is the
site of the first-ever dual golf
match between SJS and the
University of Washington Huskies.
The Spartans will be out to
protect a three-match win streak
when they tee off against the
Huskies at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow on
the rugged par 71 course.
The Spartans have taken advantage of the sunny skies to
get in some much needed practice. "The heavy rains set the
team back earlier," head coach
Jerry Vroom noted.
The youthful Spartans, however, have been able to get in
practice and should be at top
strength for the meet with the
Huskies and the one Monday
against the University of Oregon. That meet is also on the
SJCC course.

To Worship Is To Say Yes To Love
muil helieve (trillion! re.wrvalion in 11,
1,01,41;41y and IL, nerei3ary ron.irquence.1 ot

unit/61.3a, tone.

de Char d in
WORSHIP THIS SUNDAY
SERVICES:

a.tn. United Campus Ministry
a.tn. Lutheran
6:00 p.m. Episcopal

9:30

Electric
Western
inteureloRING&SUPPtY0110( lie ail SYSTEM

.0"

Perhaps the featured field
event of the afternoon will be the
shot put duel between the Huskie’s John Hubbel who has tossed
the iron ball 61-4% and Spartan
weight ace Richard Marks who
came up with a lifetime best of
57-6% in last week’s All -Comers
meet at SJS.
"I’ve got so much to learn,"
Marks has said, "that I like to
compete against the best. I wish
I had a 60-footer to work with."
That 60-footer just may be himself if he keeps up his fantastic
progress.
Adrian Porter will be trying
to get off a good triple jump effort against Washington’s Eric
Klein who took fourth in the
NCAA meet last year with a leap
of 51-31a. Porter has a best this
year of 49-5%.
Long jumper Marion Anderson
who came up with a third place
jump of 24-9 in the NCAA Indoor Championships at Detroit
last weekend is looking for some
tough competition from Pete
Spencer of the Huskies who went
24-8 indoors earlier this season
at Seattle.
Lee Evans, upset for the first
time in the 440 incloms last week,
takes the Spartan track in that
event against three Washington
runners who have done 48.0.
Pole vaulters Chris Papanicoleau and Sam Caruthers will
again shoot for the 17-0 mark.
Both have cleared 16-6 in early
season competition.
The Spartans’ spirits were
dampened last week when they
learned that vaulter Bob Slover
will probably be out for the season with an ankle injury.
Assistant Coach Ernie Bullard
will send his few junior varsity
competitors against an outstanding Merritt Junior College team
which he rates as one of the top
squads in the nation. Merritt is
led by Warren Edmondson who
has already done 46.7 in the 440
this season, not to mention 9.5
in the 100 and 20.9 in the 220.
Strong points for the SJS
junior varsity should be brothers
Kent and Gary Itezowalli, distance; Larry Byrd, pole vault
(14-61; Walt Edwards, disetts
(153), and Errol Dolphin, intermediate hurdles,

Chapel of Reconciliation
300 S. Tenth St.

AN NUM OPPORIUNITY IMPLOYER

4.41

By Civil Aeronautics Board

ir me
By BROOKE BROOKS
Daily Staff Writer
According to the Civil Aeronautics Board I CAB
airline

CAlore

come to

Carlyle
Jewelers
in Palo Alto
for their

Diamond Rings
BECAUSE:
They hay* shopped and COM.
pored nd haY found that
Carlyle’s prices re nay. higher and in most instances re
substantially lower than prices
for th tam* qualelsewhere
ity Diamonds.

Ingogement Nines Iron SIMI

Save 20.’i with ASB card

GYP
JEWLCIRS

535 Bryan+ Street
Downtown Palo Alto
Open Thurs ’111 9
323-2834

iscount
youth fares are discriminatory
and should be alx)lished, and just
may be if the vote swings that
way at the Nlarch meeting of
the CAB.
CAB thinks the youth fares are
discriminatory because some pit.s.
sengers must pay full fares because they don’t fall into the
age group offered the reductions.

24 OFFER DISCOUNTS
Currently, 24 U.S. airlines
offer discounts of 3:3’s or 50 per
cent off regular jet coach fares
to persons between the ages of
12 and 21.
The youth fares were first
challenged by National Trailways
Bus Systems, when they asked
CAB to investigate the fares.
In an &3-page decision by CAB,
U.S. airlines were split in the
decision. Of the 24 airlines offering youth discounts, 14 supported them and 10 either opposed or did not take a position.
American Airlines, who originated the youth fare system in
1966, urged CAB to permit continuation of the youth fare in a
petition filed Nlarch 12.
CITES SAVINGS
American noted that In the
year ended June 30, 1968 more
than five million youths saved
some $112 million in transportation costs as a result of the
fares.
CAB’s decision closely follcnved
the opinion of the Federal courts

British Lecturer
To Talk Tuesday
In SI42 at8 p.m.
Dr. Henry Koeppler, distinguished British lecturer . and
founder and first director of WUton Park in Sussex, England,
will discuss "Europe Does
It
Exist?" Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in
S142. Achnission is free.
Dr. Koeripler’s lecture is cosponsored by the College Union
Program Board and Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science Honor
Society).
A member of both the Royal
Historical Society and the Royal
Institute of International Affairs, Dr. Koeppler holds a Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy degrees from the University of Oxford.

a enge

that ordered the CAB investigation. It held that fares should
generally be offered on an equal
basis, and that youth fares are
unjustly discriminatory because
age alone isn’t a valid distinction
among passengers.
"It provides youth with an
unmatched opportunity to see
the U.S., it builds a continuing
interest in air travel, and it is a
profitable way to generate new
traffic," says F. J. Mullins,
American Airlines senior vice
president.
Youth carcis are indeed profitable to the airlines. Arnericiut
points out that youth standby
fares contributed more than $2.5
million in 1967.
STUDENT PASSENGERS
Mullins also points out that
many youth fare passengers are
students who have been able to
attend universities, colleges and
schools far removed from their
homes, yet be only a few hours
away from family and friends.
If and when this action takes
place, It will not be after they
}terve bean given a fight by the
United States National Students
Association, the National Stu

Furnished Apts.
Carpets, Heated Pool
Ph Baths, Parking Garage

$55.00/mo.
Across from Campus
315 E. San Fernando 297.0643

Talent Scouts from the nationwide TV show, All American
College Talents, will audition any
student with talent tociay, from
1-5 p.m., in Jonah’s Wail, 10th
and San Carlos Streets.
The Los Angeles -based show is
seen locally on Channel 2, 5:30
p.m. Sundays, and offers cash
awards of $1,000 for winning the
first show competitions.
The winner becomes a sernifinalist eligible to try for the
$1,500 prize. If he succeeds in
becoming a finalist, he may win
the grand prize of $2,500 making a total of $5,000.

Round Trip
New York/London

$189

-2

Round Trip
Oakland/London

SLOT

E

E Round Trip
Oakland/
Amsterdam

and commercial
strategy techniques were discussed last week as 25 SJS Alpha
Delta Sigma (ADS) representatives visited the Cunningham and
Walsh advertising adgeney in
San Francisco.
The itinerary of the trip included review of past commercials and a preview of new television commercials to be shown

After other campaign demonstrations, the gmup adjourned
for refreshments.
Accompanying the SJS contingent were ADS adviser Jerry
Lynri, President Joe Uhlan and
Vice President Rick Rucker.
All interested advertising majors are invited to the next ADS
meeting set for April 8 at 7 p.m.
in JC206.

GASOLINE

29 9
32.9

r

Rep.
Ethyl
(100

OCTANE)

$319

Only at 4th and William

_ NO MEMBERSHIP FEE 3
= For schedules and applications E
T-M TRAVEL
Pk 293-1031 =
= 60 N. First St.

Puritan Oil Co.

Bethlehem Steel
Loop Course Interviews:

APRIL 14.

1969

What is the Bethlehem Loop Course? It is our management development program for graduates
with bachelors’ or advanced degrees.
The course starts early in July with four weeks of orientation at our home offices in Bethlehem.
Pa. Loopers attend lectures on every phase of the corporation’s activities. and make almost daily
visits to a steel plant.
Steel Plant Loopers, who comprise a majority of the average loop class of 150 to 200 graduates,
proceed to various plants where they go through a brief orientation program before beginning
their on-the-job training assignments. Within a short time after joining the course’, most loopers
are ready for assignments aimed toward higher levels of management.
How about other loopers? Our Sales Department loopers (30 or so) remain at the home office for
about a year of training. Most are then assigned to district offices where they take over established
accounts.
Fabricated Steel Construction loopers are trained in a drafting room, on a field erection project,
in a fabricating shop. and in an engineering office. A looper’s first work assignment is based on
interests and aptitudes disclosed during this program.
Loopers in Accounting, Shipbuilding, Mining, Research, Traffic, Purchasing, Finance and Law,
General Services. and Industrial and Public Relations go through training programs tailored to
their types of work.
Where would YOU fit in? Check your degree or the one most similar to it.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING -Engineering or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel and
combustion departments. Supervision of production operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding
Department. Also: Sales or Research.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING - Metallurgical
departments of steel plants and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and supervisory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
mills. Also: Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEER.S-Technical anti supervisory
positions in coke works, including production of byproduct chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments, including responsibility for operation and maintenance of air
and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and
metallurgical departments. Steelmaking operations. Also:
Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING -Positions in steel
plants, fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering and maintenance departments. Supervision of
steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating
operations. Also: Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING: Fabricated Steel Crmstruction
assignments in engineering. field erection. or works management. Steel plant. mine, or shipyard assignments in
engineering, construction, and maintenance. Supervision
of production operations. Sales Department assignments
as line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to
architects and engineers).

IT
PUT ON
BY THE
WORKINGMAN’S
STORE
Put Bells on your bod.
Put on Rough -outs.
Put on Leather Pants.
Put on Jackets,
Belts, and other
heavy leather goods.
at
218 W. Santa Clara St
Downtown San Jose

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Steel plant, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical
engineering, construction, and maintenance deparunents.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment. Also: Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING - Our Mining Department
operates coal and iron ore mining operations and limestone quarries, many of which are among the most modern and efficient in the industry. This 10,000-man activity
offers unlimited opportunities to rrtining engineers. Also:
Research.
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS:
Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in our
Shipbuilding Department, including the Central Technical Division, our design and engineering organization.
Also: Traffic.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encouraged
to sign up for an interview.
ACCOUNTANT&-Graduates in accounting or business
administration (24 hours of accounting are preferred ) are
recruited for training for supervisory assignments in our
3,000-man Accounting Department.
OTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES - Graduates
with degrees in liberal arts, business. and the humanities
are invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department. Some non-technical graduates may be chosen to fill
openings in steel plant operations and other departments.

NOW’S THE TIME TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW. And when you register at the placement office, be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course." It contains important information about the corporation and your opportunities
through the Loop Course.

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An bumf Opportunity Employer
in the Plans for ProRress Program
.......,...",
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ADS Learns New Strategy

dent Marketing Association and
various college newspaper editors across the country besides
the airlines thentselves.
One student editor wrote to
the Spartan Daily urging that
students write CAB in protest.
Her masons for protecting the
youth fares were that she felt
that most people have limited
budgets anti receive spending
money from part-time jobs,
Youth standby fares have, according to the records, benefitted 111111111111111111111111111 iiiii 111111111111M
EUROPE
the airlines, and are a necessity
to students who must travel
CHARTERS
from their schools to home and E
Pure Jet on Certified
2.
E? Carriers for students. faculiyl
who are on limited budgets.
employees and their
E
immediate f a milies

ROOMMATES
NEEDED
Male &Female

sr ART A !6:

TV Show Scouts r’"1"
To Hold Audition
For SJS Talent
Advertising
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Job Interviews

Spartaguide
TODAY
Jonah’s Wall, 8 p.m. -midnight,
Jonah’s Wail. Folk music. Film,
"O.T. No. 5."
Inter -Varsity Christian Felloweitip, 7:30 p.m., F.14120. Social
party. Everybody welcome.
Iranian Student’s Association,
2 p.m., 11101. LeCILLre in Persian
by 11. Kossary on "History of
Iran After the Constitution."
Psi Chi, 8 p.m., HI. Dr. James
Hawkins, assi.stant profes.sor of
psychology. will speak on "Human Behavior Genetics." Everyone is welcome to attend.
Amertean Society of Civil Engineers, noon. Cafeteria A.Lunch.
At 12:30 p.m. neon Rowles will
speak on "Designed Pipeline Construction."
Students for a Better Biology,
2:30 p m . S242. Nleeting.
Interior Desikm Club, 9 a.m.,
Ice House, in San Francisco.

Milias Urges
State College
Name Change
Once again on attempt is being
made to designate major state
colleges. including &is, as -state
universities.’
A bill introduced Tuesday by
Assemblyman George W. Slilias
R-Gilroy would allow’ the st ate
college trustees to designate any
college in a county of more than
250,000 population as a university.
The proposal has been introduced into the state legislature
numerous times before, but has
always been defeated at the
urging of the University of California lobbyists.
A_ssemblyman John Vasconcellos (D-Sna Josei, a staunch supporter of SJS students in the
past. managed two years Zig tO
get the name change bill out of
the Assembly, but it died in
Senate committee.
However, Milias said there is
now increased support for the
hill because of the expansion in
curriculum and research activities at major state colleges.
State college Chancellor Glenrt
S. Dumke cited SJS as the Perfect exarnple of a college that is
a university in everything but
rumie.
Midas said such colleges a.s
SJS and San Diego State have
proved "beyond a doubt" that
they are operating as universities.
"This inequity can be resolved
only: when the legislature allenva
those colleges winch are operating as universities to retain
that title," ’Minas commented in
his opening statement introducing the bill.

June and summer geminates
Tour. See map on Interior Design Club board in Art Bldg.
mas sign up for appointments
IEEE, 1:30 p.m., Engineering
In the Placement t’enter, 122
lobby. Tour.
S. Ninth 1st. Sigimpe begin
Indla Association at San Joe"
each Tuesday before and up
8 p.m. ,E132. Award winning
to the day of Ute intersiew.
movie, "Kabuliwala."
Fourth
SJS Ski Club, 6 p.m.,
and San Carlos Streets. Heavenly FRIDAY, MARCH 21
Valley ski trip. Buses leave at
United California Bank. Ma6 p.m. sharp.
jors, BS, Any Major, MA/Econ.,
Spartan Shields, 2:30-4 p.m., MBA.
College Union. Interview signMobil Oil l’orp. Majors, BS/
ups.
MS Chem. E., ME, CE, EE, 1E,
Gamma Theta Upsilon, 9:30 BS/Bus. or MBA with engrg.
a.m.-2:30 p.m., Seventh Street background, BS/Bus. with Tech.
tables, Book sale. Wide variety Bkgd., acctg., econ, mktg., fiof texts and paperbacks. Prices bu.s., BS/Any Major.
from 10 cents to $1.
U.S. Geological Survey, Water
Muslim Studenta Organization,
Resources Division. Majors, BS
12:30 p.m., LN220. Prayer meetMS Engrg. with hydraulics or
ing.
TOMORROW
Spartan Chinese Club, 8-11
p.m., 463 No. Fifth St, Apt. 4.
Encvunter grotty. Topic of discus.sion, "Dating and Marriage."
Members and friends are welcOrne.
Alpha Eta Rho, 8 p.m., Aeronautics Bldg. Initiation banquet
at Zorba’s m San Jce.e.
Alpha Data Sigma, 8 p.m., 732
Concord Ave. Apt. 2. Pledge
meeting and party. Potential initiates and their dates are welcome. Map outside JCI17.
SJS Mountaineering Club, 9
a.m., Fifth and San Salvador
Streets. Trip to Big Basin.
Alpha Kappa Delta, 5 p.m.,
2912 C’astle Dr. Happy hour and
potluck supper at the home of
Prof. and Mrs. Stephen Ngin.
Bring dish for potluck.
Weekend Co-Rec, 12:30-4:30
p.m., PF:R Bldg. Ping-pong, basketball, volleyball. Swimming
from 1-4 p.m.

Ar. Terimey’4
rour el Grope
Limited Space
Available
Act Now!
Aug. 2nd to Sept 1st
$998.00
OR
Can Join Tour In
Europe
$700.00
Contact R. G. Tansey
S.J.S.C.
Art Department

WELCOME TO
PARANOID STATE .
Statement:
Face it. Courses designed to improve your
outlook on life and your attitudes toward people wouldn’t be refused credit.

Reply:
Sorry, we can’t agree with you. After all, three
units of education are at stake and, well, Russia,
being the Communist threat it is, that’s why
Chicago and the hipster, that’s why San Francisco State has been taken over, that’s why,
why... . why?

ilteake!
Find out some real "whys" - support the Experimental Co//ege petition seeking credit for
William Mandel’s and Tom Hayden’s courses.
PAID FOR BY: EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE
(GENERAL RESERVE FUND AS’)

Publicity Meeting
For Campus Clubs

fluid mechanics, science majors
interested in hydrology.
MONDAY, MARCH 24
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. Majors, 13S/MS Business, energ., physics, math, Lib.
Arts, must have at least 2.5
GPA.
W’estern Elertric Co., Inc. Majors, BS Ind. Tech., BS/MS EE,
1E, ME:, bus., acctg., Ind. Rel.,
mktg. in upper half of class academically.
VV. T. Grant Co. Majors, BS/
Mktg., Bus. Mgmt.
American 011 Co. Majors, BS/
Bus., mktg., engrg., Bus. and Indu.stry, Ind. Tech, MBA.

Publicity chairmen of Lill recognized campus organizations are
urged to attend the joint Spartan
Daily-Rudio 7’V NeWS Center orMarch 27, at 12:30 pm. in JC
208, the Spartan Daily Room.
Free publicity kits will be available.

Hunt-Weason Foods, Inc. Ma
jors, BS/Bus. Mgmt., mktg.
Coast Guard. Barracks 13.
TUESDAY, MARCH 26
Pacific, Telephone and Telegraph Co. Majors, 13S/MS Business, engrg., physics, math., Lib.
Arts, 2.5 GPA.
Western Eleetaie Co, Inc. Majors, BS,’Ind. Tech., BS/MS EE,
1E, ME, Bus., acctg., Ind. Rel.,
mktg. in upper half of class academically.

1969 Europe CHARTERS
California -London RT
Summer departures
Saturn Douglas DC.8 Jetta

$294
Cal State students. facuity.
staff, and family ONLY.
Early R oo
’lois Necessary
CONTACT:
Jerry Ros Charter Dept.
2123 Addison St. Berkley
(415) 848.8597

1

The easiest way to get
a Volkswagen in Europe
is to buy it here.
JunimmiimumiiiiiiiiiiiffirnimiiiiiiiiiiimminuminnummummunnE..

Use Croi;
= BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
Manager
= 1560 NORTH FIRST STREET
0
F. SAN JOSE
286.8800
Delivery
E.. I’m interested in buying a Volkswagen here and picking
E
= it up in Europe. Please send me your illustrated brochure
price
list.
mid
f:
,
Procter and Gamble. Majors, = Name
.11.1.1.00.1.1 r.
BS,Hus., Lib. Arts, MBA.
Address
11.1.411
..’
=
.
E
Coast Guard. Barracks 13.
= City
State
Zip Code
=
71111111111111111111111111111111111111-111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Min
U.S. Army and Air Force EXehange Horsier, Golden Gate Support Center. Majors, BAIIS Bu.siness Admin., acctg., Lib. Arts.

g

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOLK SINGERS - Call 292-6587 Evenings. Charlie Brown.
EUROPE, $260-$315 roundtrip, $175 noway, Jet Charter, 841.3965 5.7 p ii. or
write K. Hartman 1217 Carleton, Berkeley 94702.
EUROPE Jets $279. See our Friday Display Ad. Sierra Travel Inc., 9875 Santa
Monica B., Beverly Hills.
JEWELS! I’ll make rings, buttons, pen
dents: anything to order! Call Anne 0.
297-1947.
AWARD winning movie "KABULIWA
LA" based on an Indian NobelLaureeld
story. Engineering Auditorium El 32
March 21, 1969 8:00 p.m.
ALPHA ETA RHO
AVIATION FRATERNITY
Initiation Banquet Saturday, March 22 I
8:00 p.m. at Zorbais Sian Jose.
tickets at Student Affairs Bus. Off. c,
Aero Dept. Off.
SKI EASTER. Beautiful furnished cabin
near Squaw Valley, individuals &
gurrnouitpesd,. $50 ea. 293-1887 or 344-9830.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $79 per
year for marr ed
d students. Also
..lngle men ovei
excellent sak
21. CA:1
i.bell 244 9600
,AUTOMOTIVE,
’67 KAWASAKI - Street
rambler
New Barnett racing clutch. 31 h.p. Good
condition. $450. Call Mary 298.4546
’65 Corvette. Low mileage. Like new. P.S.
Disc. P.B IRS 4 speed, 327" 350 HP.
ANA.FM Both tops air. P-windows. Tinted
diass, BRG. Black int. Dual 90’s. $3050.
Call 368-7077.
’66 ISA Custom Hornet. 650 cc.. err.
cond. Runs fine, looks great, ’69 Lic.
Call: 293.8385 after 6 p.m.
’65 MG11, Br. Racing Green, 8,000 mi..
4,000 mi. warr. Perf. Spoke wh. SP radial
tires. tonneau. r/h. All Syncro, ski rac.
chains. $2650. 356-1531.
MUSTANG ’66 GT Hi Perf 289, rally
ego. 4 speed, dlx. int., vinyl top, discs.
dlx. whls.. I owner, low mi., show cond.,
$1895. 948-3613 eves.

HONDA. 69. 305 Scrambler. Excellent WANTED-Live-in part time woman stu$475. Call 356.8996.
dent to help young woman in wheelchair.
Board, private room plus salary. Car floc.
379-7427.
essary
FOR SALE 131
READER FOR FRESHMAN English term
papers. Prefer MA candidate in English
U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field who
plans to teach college English,
jackets, bell bottom pants, leather and motivated
to help students. 356-7632.
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIP- Late afternoon
end eves.
PIEFASHIONS. Lace and velvet
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
HOUSING
.
STORE. 375 E. Hedding. Between 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun..
-Inted Mon.
HARMONY HOUSE
Ski Boots - Koflackladies Size 8.8%. Room and board for men only. $95/mo.
cond, Call 294.2910, Linda. TV & rec. room with game tables. Room
Polish Free. Rm. 106.
only $40/mo. 342 E. William 287-0209.
FOR-SALE: Portable TV reasonable. good
VENTURE 1
condition, Call: 293-3088.
Coed living center $100 per mo. incl.
POLAROID CAMERA MODEL 100, color room end board. color TV, large lounge,
& bik. white. Cloud filter and carrying heated pool. 525 So. 9th. Tel 287-4885.
case. In perfect condition, asking $70. FOR RENT, Furnished 2 bdrm, 2 bth
CIO: 292-5212.
apts. 148 E. Williams. 3 brm. also
PORTABLE STEREO: MAGNAVOX available.
SOLID STATE, with stand. Like new. Roommate Wanted, male. to share large
$ (.0 ’Call 294.8905. 32 So. 191h.
duplex modern eat. with 3 other upper
io SPEED BIKE. Excellent condition. All division. Orientals, OMR MOM. $60/mo.
. ri
286-8404.
2/55 1189. $50.
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT - NI- UPPER DIVISION FEMALE STUDENT to
’,TAX & ..ohter brand cameras share 2 bdrm. apt. with 2 girls. $53/mo.
& .
ries. Save up to 100’,’ than 298-0760 before noon.
UPPER DIV. MALE: share 2 bdrm. apt.
SKIS HART PROS. 200cm. Used once. Straight,
fairly studious.
641 So.
$
, .
speed, v.g. cond. I Ith, #4. after 4 p.m. $66/mo.
i35. 266.3414 after 5 p.m.
2 BEDROOM FURN. APT. Girl -students
only. $155.00. Phone 377-6960 or 378HELP WANTED 141
570i.
Female Roommate wanted - $49./mo
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS
460 So. 6th. St. *6, Prefer U.D. or Grad
JOBS JOBS JOBS
student. Phone Liz 294-6414 ext. 2843
MONEY MONEY MONEY
or leave note et apt.
Part time work in our office. No ex. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
perience necessary. Choice of hours. 2 bdrm. apt. w/2 others. $50/mo. 438
$2.00/hr. Call Mr. Andrews, 287-1728.
So. 9th #6. Will get own rm. 287-4796.
DRIVER WANTED. ice cream vending FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
route. 30-50,4,- 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. Full our happy home. Tired of apts.? Cell
or part time.
286.9911 or 295.0784. 8-5 p.m.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

w74,4

’55 CHEVY 2 dr. Sedan 3 speed. Origindl
265 engine, 36,000 mi. Excellent shape.
Must see to appreciate. $325 or best
offer. Call Gary 354.7586 after 3:00 p.m.
HONDA S-90 (sport) -Fun, Fast. Cheap.
C.all: John 294.6019 (#121) $295.
’66 DODGE Dart GT. 4 spd. CRAGAR
ROAD Whls. 5 good tires. Good cond.
vs, 4 bbl, ft/H, buckets w/console. Must
sell, $1250/offer. Call 487-3481. Waffle
Towers Rm. 303.
1967 BSA 650 cc twin carbs. Very fast,
very reliable. Make offer. 287-5170.
’66 LAMBRETTA 150, dependable, runs
good, only 2,408 miles. $110. Call 293.
1801.
’62 MONZA, 4 spd., r/h. good cond.
Needs clutch. $250/offer. Must sell. Call
Gary, 241.4222. 6.7:30 p.m.
JAGUAR .58, $675, excellent run con
dition. Call 378.8411.
REALLY DON’T THINK I SHOULD ERYTHER HIM- HE
JU5T AT DOWN TO MAKE OUT HIS FINAL4."

CLASSIFIED RATES
Mlnifnum
Three lines
One day
3 lines
4 fines
5 lines
6 lines
Add this
smount for
each eddi
Vona’ line

One day

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.fd-

.50

.50

CHECK
0 Announcements (1)
0
0 Automotive (2)
0
1:71 For SsIs (3)
0

an ad:

LOST: Black & White photos in Red
Preuss Pharmacy Bag. Lost Feb. 21 on
or around campus. Call Martha 2946330.

Come fo:

PERSONALS C7)
DON’T ESCAPE your problems, overcome them. Dial Peace of Mind 2943333 anytime. Questions invited,
FLAUTT is going to lose big. No doubts
about it!

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

WANT AN engagement ring different
than all others? Design your own with
our help. Or choose a standard ring.
Also quality diamonds at wholesale
prices. Call 286.0964 after 7:00 p.m.
Jim Self.

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

SERVICES 181

RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Escrie’s
Free delivery, free service, no contract.
$10.00 per month. 251-2598.
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, EXPEL
IENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from cam
pus. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dinertationa
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Beater
phone 244-6501.
WEDDING INVITATIONS $5.95/hundred
Free catalog end samples. Phone 14161
321-1317.
WW1 Make Curtains for all makes and
models of cars. Call after 8 p.m. 286.2445.
PHOTOGRAPHY: For any occasion. Student ris+es, Call Rich Kelso eves. 286.
I 139 or 296-7992.
INCOME TAX SERVICE
Fed. or State, $3.50. On or off campus
Call 293-1211. Off campus 780 Soutt
Ith *10.
TYPING; term papers, manuscripts,
thesis, etc. Experienced, dependable,
reasonable. 294.1313.
CHILD-CARE, near campus, much
space, toys & activity. Call 286.4540.

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30
MWF
9:30 - 11:30

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letten ind spaces for each line)

Two days Three days Four days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

To Place

LOST AND FOUND lel

PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT
EDITING. NO typing. Call 248.6522.

’65 BUICK SKYLARK custom, 4.spd.
bright red, full equipt, stre sharp! 45,000
mi., I own. 377-6949, eves/wknd.

1966 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE. Excellent con
dition, green, AMFM, new tires, many
extras. $1500. Cell 259 5668.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEED IMMEDI- GARDENING, landscaping 8, piping.
ATELY to share a clean, modern, I bdrm moving, pruning, cleaning (yard) apt. near school. Extra storage space.
Reasonable. Call 298.4383 or 287-5276.
$55/mo. Cell Dee. 286-2859.
APT. FOR RENT OR roommate wanted
to share with 3 liberal girls. 286-0438.
MALE LIBERAL needs own room with
kitchen priv. to be available April 1-7.
Contact Dave 44 N. 7th. *2. Leave msg.
SKIERS: SOUTH LAKE TAHOE APT.
Sleeps five. One-half mi to Heavenly,
6 blks. to State Line, $40/wknd. 295-1154.
UPPER DIVISION MAN needed to share
2 bdrm. apt. with 3 others, $57-50/mo.
148 E. William #28. Call 287.0209.
-40- -00- -40ROOMMATE NEED-ED, Duplex to self
very nice. $50/mo. Call 287-4876.
WANTED FEMALES & MALES, nice
rooms, kitchen privileges, TV, patio. 596
S. 10th or call Ted 293.9877.
STUDIOUS MALE student, quiet upstairs
bedroom in private home, with kit. priv.
297-6079.
LARGE cheerful room. 1/2 bath, private
ontrance & yard. 406 So. I 1th St.

Flys says
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3.25
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A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
0 Personals (7)
Housing (5)
LI Services ($)
Lost end Found (6)
0 Traneorbdon (12)
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SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please alba 2 dens Ow piecing nx ad to appear.
maw

